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Life in Louisiana:
Two seasons.
From June 1 through November 30:
Hurricane Season

Rita: 2005
From December 1- May 31: 
Crawfish Season

MONEY CAN’T BUY HAPPINESS

BUT IT CAN BUY CRAWFISH...
AND THAT’S BASICALLY THE SAME THING.
North America, circa 1750

Ya’ll can be honorary Cajuns
The Sexual Revolution: in the news every day!

- Stay informed
- newsletter
- Ruth Institute Facebook page.
- Dr. J’s blog.

---

DR. JENNIFER ROBACK MORSE
Join The Ruth Institute mission!

- Global interfaith coalition to defend the family.
- Equip people to explain *why* they believe *what* they believe about marriage, family and sexuality.
- Sign up for our newsletter to receive these slides.
THE RUTH INSTITUTE DECLARATION ON UNALIENABLE RIGHTS:
TO MAKE THE FAMILY GREAT AGAIN:
“We Hold these Truths to be Self-Evident”
LIFE, MARITAL FIDELITY AND FAMILY
SHOULD BE PRIORITIES OF US FOREIGN POLICY

To the Honorable Donald J. Trump, President of the United States:

You campaigned on the promise to Make America Great Again. Your Secretary of State, Michael Pompeo, established a Commission on Unalienable Rights to advise his department in its dealings with international organizations. We, the undersigned, wish to encourage you, and the Secretary of State, to Make the Family Great Again.

DR. JENNIFER ROBACK MORSE
Ruth Institute Declaration on Unalienable Rights

- Petition to President Trump and Secretary of State Pompeo
- New Commission on Unalienable Rights
- Asking them to defend the rights of children and family.

https://lifepetitions.com/petition/ask-president-trump-to-make-the-family-great-again
Make the Family Great Again

MAKE THE FAMILY GREAT AGAIN
Therefore, we urge the Commission on Unalienable Rights to work for recognition of the following fundamental rights:

1. The right of every child to a relationship with his or her natural mother and father except for an unavoidable tragedy.
2. The right of every person to know the identity of his or her biological parents.
3. The right to life from conception to natural death.
4. The right of families to educate their own children in their faith tradition and values without being undermined by the state.

Mr. President, we, the undersigned, respectfully ask that you instruct Secretary Pompeo to use these principles as guides for the United States when dealing with governments and international organizations.
The Sexual State: How Elite Ideologies are Destroying Lives and why the Church was right all along.

- Sexual Revolution moves quickly: anything in print gets outdated.
- But the structure stays the same!
The Sexual State

- Longest chapter is on Propaganda for the Contraceptive Ideology
- Immediately relevant for your mission!
- Don’t rattle off everything you know!
- But be prepared for deeper questions.
OUTLINE

■ Part I: What is the Sexual Revolution?
  □ The Contraceptive Ideology
  □ The Divorce Ideology
  □ The Gender Ideology

■ Part II: How The Sexual State operates
  □ Propaganda
  □ Hiding the victims

■ Part III: Strategic considerations
OUTLINE

Part I: What is the Sexual Revolution?
- The Contraceptive Ideology

Part II: How The Sexual State operates
- Propaganda
- Hiding the victims

Part III: Strategic considerations
A good and decent society should:

1. Separate sex from babies. **The Contraceptive Ideology.**
2. Separate both sex and babies from marriage. **The Divorce Ideology.**
3. Wipe out all differences between men and women, *(except those explicitly chosen by individuals.)* **The Gender Ideology.**
Individual 45 minute talks on these 3 topics.

Ruth Institute podcasts: on “The Sexual State”

➢ Culture of Death:
http://www.ruthinstitute.org/podcasts/culture-of-death-the-sexual-state

➢ Divorce Ideology:
http://www.ruthinstitute.org/podcasts/divorce-ideology-the-sexual-state

➢ Gender Ideology:
http://www.ruthinstitute.org/podcasts/gender-ideology-the-sexual-state
OUTLINE

Part I: What is the Sexual Revolution?
  - The Contraceptive Ideology

Part II: How The Sexual State operates
  - Propaganda
  - Hiding the victims

Part III: Strategic considerations
Contraceptive Ideology:
Sex is sterile, and an entitlement.

- Jeffery Epstein
- Theodore McCarrick
- Harvey Weinstein

The Ideology v. The Technology
Consequences v. Theology

➢ First Demographic Transition
➢ Fertility declined by half
➢ Discovered in 1929, based on evidence from the previous 200 years
➢ (The FDA approved The Pill in 1960.)
➢ Just a bit before The Pill!
How did they do it?

Jolly Peasants

Not The Pill
Coverage of two Marches
Why the difference?

March for Life

Women’s March

Lucy Diavolo

3/11

While the march didn’t go all the way to the Capitol Building, it was a prominent landmark nearby.
Impact of the Contraceptive Ideology Among the Educated:

- Upper end of the economy built around delayed child-bearing

- Decision-makers disproportionately from the childless.
Among the Educated:

- Decision-makers disproportionately from the childless.
- Self-Perpetuating
- Price of entry into the professions

Jordan Peterson Cathy Newman interview: 8.5 million views
Among the less educated:

- Contraceptive ideology, combined with welfare incentives: marriage has disappeared.
- Multiple-partner fertility.
- Family break-down or non-formation.
Strategic Consideration #1

- Delayed childbearing is the price of entry into the professions.
- Therefore:
- The professions are dominated by people who are predisposed to favor the contraceptive Ideology.
Coverage of two Marches
This explains the difference.

March for Life

Women’s March

Lucy Diavolo

3/11

While the march didn’t go all the way to the Capitol Building, it was a prominent landmark nearby.
Manifesto for the Family
open this now.

"Manifesto for the Family:
a 15-point plan for Family Justice and the Civilization of Love"

"Stop Family Breakdown"
1. **End sex education in public schools.**
Condoms on bananas? Masturbation techniques? Children should learn sexual information from their parents in the privacy of their homes, not from strangers in a public place.

2. **Abolish taxpayer-funded Women’s Studies and Gender Studies programs in colleges and universities.**
These programs are propaganda-creation machines for the Sexual Revolutionary State. Professors with something of value to say can find jobs in other academic departments.

3. **STOP**
**The government must stop doing these things:**
(Which it never had any business doing in the first place.)

4. **Remove the “marriage tax” from all welfare programs.**
If we really mean to help the poor, we should not penalize them financially for getting married.
Manifesto for the Family

a 15-point plan
for Family Justice
and the
Civilization of Love

"Stop Family Breakdown"

STOP
THE GOVERNMENT
MUST STOP DOING
THESE THINGS:
(Which it never had any busin
first place.)

5. Cease governmental promotion and subsidization of contraception.
Contraception is legal. It does not need to be free. The government has no business promoting it, or otherwise influencing people’s reproductive decisions.

6. Abolish abortion.
Legalized killing cannot be a genuine or humane solution to any health or social problems.
Part I: What is the Sexual Revolution?
- The Contraceptive Ideology
- The Divorce Ideology
- The Gender Ideology

Part II: How The Sexual State operates
- Propaganda
- Hiding and silencing the victims

Part III: Strategic considerations
Part II: How The Sexual State Operates.

- Part II.
  - Propaganda
    - Hiding and silencing the Victims
Just one problem with The Sexual Revolution:

- 1. Separate sex from babies.

  *Sex does make babies!*

- 2. Separate both sex and babies from marriage.

  *Kids do need their parents!*

- 3. Wipe out all differences between men and women, *(except those explicitly chosen by individuals.)*

  *The body actually is significant!*
The Sexual Revolution:

Is irrational and impossible.

It cannot stand on its own. It requires:

force
propaganda

A totalitarian ideology that no Christian should have anything to do with.
The Sexual Revolution:

The issue is never the issue.
The issue is always the revolution
and the accumulation of power.
Propaganda for the Sexual Revolution:

- **NYT**: August 12, 2017. “Why Women had better sex under socialism”
- **Teen Vogue**: July 7, 2017. “Anal Sex: What you need to know.” (no picture!)
“The Family Planning Story”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2DkiceqzmzU

Family Planning (1968).mp4
Strategic Consideration #2

- The ideologies of the Sexual Revolution are all false.
  - The Sexual State needs propaganda and power to sustain itself. Therefore:
    - Identify, rather than refute, the endless propaganda.
The Sexual State lays out all this.

- Understand the Sexual Revolution.
- *Identify the propaganda!*
- Including Manifesto for the Family, last chapter.
Open this now.

Do You Know a Survivor of the Sexual Revolution?

Information brought to you by the Ruth Institute

Can you relate?

“Nearly 50 years ago, I was told by someone close to me that I had become…”

Jennifer Roback Morse, Ph.D

Do You Know A Survivor of the Sexual Revolution?
Part II: How The Sexual State Operates.

- Part II.
  - Propaganda
  - Hiding and silencing the Victims
Victims and Survivors of the Sexual Revolution.

- Heart-broken career women
- Post-abortive women
- Children of Divorce
- Reluctantly Divorced
- Refugees from the Hook-up Culture and the Gay Lifestyle
OUTLINE

- Part I: What is the Sexual Revolution?
  - The Contraceptive Ideology
  - The Divorce Ideology
  - The Gender Ideology

- Part II: How The Sexual State operates
  - Propaganda
  - Hiding the victims

- Part III: Strategic considerations
Organize Ourselves. But Whom?

Victims and Survivors of the Sexual Revolution.

➢ Children of Divorce

➢ Reluctantly Divorced

➢ Refugees from the Hook-up Culture and the Gay Lifestyle
You already are aware of the Post-Abortive Woman:

- She is already making a difference.
Strategic Consideration #3

- The Sexual Revolution systematically silences its victims.
- Therefore:
- Giving voice to the victims will be a powerful “breakthrough” strategy.
Strategic Considerations: Review

- Recognize that delayed childbearing is the price of entering the professions.
- The Sexual State needs propaganda and power. Identify, rather than refute, the endless propaganda.
- Giving voice to the victims will be a powerful “breakthrough” strategy.
BUY THE BOOK

- Purchase tonight.
- I’ll autograph it!
- Sign up for the Ruth Institute newsletter.
Sign the Petition!
Ruth Institute Declaration on Unalienable Rights

The Ruth Institute Declaration on Unalienable Rights:
To Make the Family Great Again:
"We hold these Truths to be Self-Evident"
Life, Marital Fidelity and Family should be Priorities of US Foreign Policy

To the Honorable Donald J. Trump, President of the United States:

You campaigned on the promise to Make America Great Again. Your Secretary of State, Michael Pompeo, established a Commission on Unalienable Rights to advise his department in its dealings with international organizations. We, the undersigned, wish to encourage you, and the Secretary of State, to Make the Family Great Again.
Make the Family Great Again

Resources

- https://stream.org/imagine-this-putting-children-first/
Introducing:

- Brian Gibson
- Executive Director of the Pro-Life Action Ministries.
You can see that your mission is an extremely important part of combatting the Sexual Revolution.

One by one, face to face.

You are well-trained.

You are inspired.

Your organization equips you for success.

I personally am so grateful for your work.

Let me introduce: